
ALL THINGS POSSIBLE

• .-- NFL sensation Kurt 
Warner tells the 
incredible story of faith 
and perseverance that 
rocketed him from 
obscurity to MVP and 
Super Bowl champion in 
2000.—MG/7.0/17PTS.



CATCHING FIRE-STORY OF 
FIREFIGHTING

• This book traces 
the steps from the 
earliest firefighting 
methods to 
today's advanced 
training and 
technology.—
MG/7.6/6PTS.



WAYNE

• The author describes 
his childhood, during 
which he was abused by 
his father and neglected 
by his mother, his fight 
as an adult to recover, 
and culminating with 
his exposure of his 
parents' crimes on 
national TV—
UG/5.4/11PTS.



SMASHED
• The author discusses her 

relationship with alcohol, 
telling how she began 
drinking at the age of 
fourteen and continued 
drinking for the purpose 
of getting drunk, 
bolstering her courage, or 
medicating her moods, 
and she shares the 
reasons why she quit.—
UG/7.4/18PTS.



SICKENED
• The author describes her 

life as the daughter of a 
woman afflicted with 
Munchausen by proxy, a 
form of child abuse in 
which a parent, most 
often a mother, invents or 
induces illness in a child 
in order to gain attention 
from medical 
professionals.—
UG/6.1/11PTS.



TILLIE PIERCE: TEEN WITNESS TO 
GETTYSBURG

• Journal entries, 
photographs, and 
gripping prose provide a 
unique account of the 
Battle of Gettysburg in 
1863, as seen through 
the eyes of the young 
and courageous 
eyewitness Tillie 
Pierce—MG/7.0/3PTS.



ISAACS’S STORM

• Based on diaries and 
other contemporary 
accounts, this book 
chronicles the 
devastating effects of 
the deadliest natural 
disaster in history -- the 
hurricane that struck 
Galveston, Texas, in 
1900.—UG/8.1/13pTS.



UP AND RUNNING

• A couple struggles 
as their son 
recovers from a 
devastating illness 
that resulted in 
the amputation of 
his legs.—
UG/5.0/15PTS.



THE DAY THE WORLD CAME TO TOWN

• This book tells the stories 
of how the citizens of 
Gander, Newfoundland 
and the surrounding 
communities cared for 
the thousands of travelers 
who were forced to land 
there when U.S. airspace 
was closed on September 
11, 2001.—
UG/7.3/11PTS.



FROM BAGHDAD, WITH LOVE

• Rescued from an 
abandoned house in 
Fallujah, Iraq, Lava is 
cared for by the 
Marines who found him 
and is eventually 
permitted to come to 
the United States.—
UG/7.5/7PTS.



LONE SURVIVOR
• American Navy SEAL 

Marcus Luttrell tells his 
story of the loss of his 
teammates in July 2005 
along the mountainous 
Afghanistan-Pakistan 
border to al Qaeda 
insurgents—
UG/7.2/21PTS.



THE BOY ON THE WOODEN BOX

• Leon Leyson describes 
growing up in Poland, 
being forced from home 
to ghetto to 
concentration camps by 
the Nazis, and being 
saved by Oskar 
Schindler.—
MG/7.0/7PTS.



ONE SHOT AT FOREVER

• When hippie, dreamer, 
and intellectual Lynn 
Sweet arrived in Macon, 
IL, in 1966, he became 
the reluctant coach of 
the high-school baseball 
team, leading the 
Macon Ironmen 
through an improbable 
season to the state 
final.—UG/7.0/12PTS.



BAT BOY
• Matthew McGough was a 

fairly typical teenager, 
obsessed with getting 
through high school, girls, 
and baseball. In the fall of 
1991, he wrote a letter 
asking for a position as a 
bat boy with the New 
York Yankees. 
Miraculously he did get 
the job.—UG/7.0/14PTS.



FIFTH QUARTER

• Jennifer Allen writes a 
memoir about her 
father, George Allen, 
her relationship with 
him, and about a family 
life that was sacrificed 
for the endless pursuit 
of the Super Bowl.—
UG/6.6/15PTS.



DEWEY
• Dewey Readmore Books, 

the resident cat at 
Spencer Public Library in 
Spencer, Iowa, was found 
in the book return in 
December 1988, adopted 
by the library staff, and 
became a loving member 
of the community.—
UG/5.7/11PTS.



MARLEY AND ME

• The author presents the 
story of his family's love 
for their Labrador 
retriever, Marley, and 
recalls how he grew 
from a mischievous 
puppy into a nearly 
impossible adult that no 
amount of obedience 
school training could 
correct.



LINCOLN’S GRAVE ROBBERS

• is dramatic account of 
the 1875 attempt to 
steal the sixteenth 
president's body 
describes how a 
counterfeiting ring 
plotted to ransom 
Lincoln's body to secure 
the release of their 
imprisoned ringleader—
MG/6.6/5PTS.



HOMER’S ODYSSEY

• Something extraordinary 
happens when Gwen 
opens her life to a needy, 
three-week-old kitten. In 
this story, she shares the 
lessons she learned about 
love and acceptance 
through her relationship 
with her blind cat.—
MG+/7.3/15PTS.



OOGY
• In this true story, the 

author describes how 
he and his adopted twin 
sons, Dan and Noah, 
came to own and love a 
dog that was rescued 
after its owners used it 
as bait for fighting dogs 
and then left it in a cage 
to die—UG/7.1/9PTS.



CHASER
• Chaser knows over a 

thousand words, more 
than any other animal of 
any species except 
humans. She and her 
owner and trainer, retired 
psychologist John Pilley, 
have also demonstrated 
her ability to understand 
sentences with multiple 
elements of grammar—
UG/7.6/16PTS.



KABUL BEAUTY SCHOOL
• Hairdresser Deborah 

Rodriguez details her 
experiences in post-
Taliban Afghanistan, 
discussing the opening of 
her beauty school and 
recalls the personal 
stories of various women 
who overcame obstacles 
to obtain an education in 
cosmetology.—
UG/6.3/15PTS.



I AM MALALA

• Malala Yousafzai
describes her fight for 
education for girls 
under Taliban rule, the 
support she received 
from her parents to 
pursue an education, 
and how the Taliban 
retaliated against her by 
trying to kill her—
UG/7.1/16PTS.



RACHEL’S TEARS

• This book presents 
sections of 1999 
Columbine victim, 
Rachel Scott's diaries, 
showing her devotion 
to Christ and struggles 
as a deeply religious 
teen, as well as 
narration and reflection 
by her parents—
UG/7.4/9PTS.



BETTER OFF
• As part of his master's 

thesis on the effects of 
technology on society, 
MIT graduate Eric Bende 
and his wife lived in an 
Anabaptist farming 
community for 18 
months. What they learn 
about life's necessities 
dramatically changed the 
way the live.—
UG/7.3/13PTS.



AFTER THE FIRE
• This book chronicles the 

events surrounding a 
fire at Seton Hall 
University on January 
19, 2000, in which three 
students were killed 
and others injured, 
focusing on the unique 
friendship between two 
of the burn victims—
UG/6.0/9PTS.



THE CAGE THE ANIMALS AT NIGHT
• Jennings Michael Burch 

spent much of his 
childhood in dreadful 
orphanages and foster 
homes when his mother 
became ill and was 
unable to care for him 
and his brothers. This is 
the true story of how he 
grew up and gained the 
courage to reach out for 
love. –UG/3.3/11PTS.



BREAKING NIGHT

• Liz Murray, who was 
homeless at the age of 
fifteen and had drug-
addicted parents, 
reflects on how she 
overcame obstacles and 
eventually attended 
Harvard University.

http://www.amazon.com/gp/reader/B004Y6MTYQ/ref=sib_dp_pt
http://www.amazon.com/gp/reader/B004Y6MTYQ/ref=sib_dp_pt


NEW WORK OF DOGS

• This is a 
provocative and 
moving 
exploration of the 
evolving role dogs 
play in tending to 
our emotional 
needs.

http://www.amazon.com/gp/reader/0375760555/ref=sib_dp_pt
http://www.amazon.com/gp/reader/0375760555/ref=sib_dp_pt


THE MERCURY 13

• This book relates 
the story of 
thirteen female 
pilots who fought 
to become part of 
the nation's space 
program at its 
inception.

http://www.amazon.com/gp/reader/0375758933/ref=sib_dp_pt
http://www.amazon.com/gp/reader/0375758933/ref=sib_dp_pt


IN THE TRENCHES-REGGIE WHITE

• A biography of the 
legendary "Minister of 
Defense" who came to 
Green Bay as the Packers' 
last best hope to bring a 
title back to Titletown. 
Reggie's own account of 
his colorful, sometimes 
controversial career, both 
in the pros and in the 
pulpit.

http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/images/0785271236/ref=dp_image_0?ie=UTF8&n=283155&s=books
http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/images/0785271236/ref=dp_image_0?ie=UTF8&n=283155&s=books


LEARNING JOY FROM DOGS WITHOUT 
COLLARS.

• The author tells the story 
of her life growing up as 
the child of a single, often 
homeless mother, and 
discusses how 
circumstances conspired 
to gain her entrance to 
Harvard where she came 
to know her father, and 
figured out her place in 
the world.

http://www.amazon.com/gp/reader/0743257928/ref=sib_dp_pt
http://www.amazon.com/gp/reader/0743257928/ref=sib_dp_pt


THE CRUELEST MILES

• This book 
tells the story 
of the 
legendary 
Serum Run.

http://www.amazon.com/gp/reader/0393325709/ref=sib_dp_pt
http://www.amazon.com/gp/reader/0393325709/ref=sib_dp_pt


HELL BENT FOR LEATHER
• Seb Hunter recounts 

the fifteen years he 
spent wasting his time 
trying to make it as a 
heavy metal musician, 
sharing the tough 
lessons he learned 
about music, love, 
drugs, and 
disappointment along 
the way.

http://www.amazon.com/gp/reader/B0064XKBCE/ref=sib_dp_pt
http://www.amazon.com/gp/reader/B0064XKBCE/ref=sib_dp_pt


MYSTERIES OF HISTORY

• This book examines the 
evidence surrounding 
some of history's 
unsolved mysteries, 
from why the pyramids 
were built to whether 
or not there was a 
conspiracy to kill 
President John F. 
Kennedy.

http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/images/B005SN3QHI/ref=dp_image_0?ie=UTF8&n=283155&s=books
http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/images/B005SN3QHI/ref=dp_image_0?ie=UTF8&n=283155&s=books


BLOODY TIMES
• James L. Swanson 

creates an adaptation 
for young people of his 
adult book BLOODY 
CRIMES, a suspense-
filled thriller that sheds 
light on two fallen 
leaders of the North 
and South.

http://www.amazon.com/gp/reader/0061560898/ref=sib_dp_pt
http://www.amazon.com/gp/reader/0061560898/ref=sib_dp_pt


TIM TEBOW-THROUGH MY EYES

• Tim Tebow traces his 
path to success, his 
childhood as the son of 
Christian missionaries, 
and how his faith 
combined with his drive 
to succeed have made 
him the person he is 
today. 

http://www.amazon.com/gp/reader/0062007289/ref=sib_dp_kd
http://www.amazon.com/gp/reader/0062007289/ref=sib_dp_kd


THE GOOD SOLDIERS
• This book presents the 

true story of the 
January 2007 surge into 
Iraq and President 
Bush's order to increase 
the number of 
American troops in 
order to provide 
security to Baghdad and 
Al Anbar Province

http://www.amazon.com/gp/reader/B003ZK50U2/ref=sib_dp_pt
http://www.amazon.com/gp/reader/B003ZK50U2/ref=sib_dp_pt


CLARA’S WAR
• Based on her 

wartime diary, this 
book recalls the 
tensions within 
Clara's hidden 
community after 
the Nazis overtook 
the town of 
Zolkiew in 1942

http://www.amazon.com/gp/reader/0061728616/ref=sib_dp_pt
http://www.amazon.com/gp/reader/0061728616/ref=sib_dp_pt


A LONG WAY GONE

• A war survivor Africa 
recounts his transition 
from twelve-year-old 
orphan to killing 
machine. Beah emerged 
from Sierra Leone's 
malignant civil conflict 
and eventually 
graduated from college 
in the US.

http://www.amazon.com/gp/reader/0374531269/ref=sib_dp_pt
http://www.amazon.com/gp/reader/0374531269/ref=sib_dp_pt


911- THE BOOK OF HELP

• This collection of 
essays, poems, short 
fiction, and drawings 
was created in response 
to the terrorist attacks 
of September 11, 2001, 
by authors and 
illustrators of books for 
young adults.

http://www.amazon.com/gp/reader/0812626591/ref=sib_dp_pt
http://www.amazon.com/gp/reader/0812626591/ref=sib_dp_pt


ADVENTUROUS WOMEN

• This book presents 
biographical 
essays on 
historical women 
who challenged 
expectations.

http://www.amazon.com/gp/reader/0805097376/ref=sib_dp_pt
http://www.amazon.com/gp/reader/0805097376/ref=sib_dp_pt


ALEX-THE LIFE OF A CHILD

• This is the story of 
Alexandra Deford, 
who was just 8 years 
old when she died in 
1980 following a 
battle against the 
effects of cystic 
fibrosis.

http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/images/B0027V8UTS/ref=dp_image_0?ie=UTF8&n=283155&s=books
http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/images/B0027V8UTS/ref=dp_image_0?ie=UTF8&n=283155&s=books


ALIVE
• Incredible true 

story of a band of 
crash survivors 
isolated in the 
high Andes, and 
how they survived 
by resorting to 
cannibalism

http://www.amazon.com/gp/reader/0060778660/ref=sib_dp_pt
http://www.amazon.com/gp/reader/0060778660/ref=sib_dp_pt


ALL CREATURES GREAT AND SMALL

• An English 
veterinarian 
reminisces about his 
life, career, and 
animal patients in a 
small village in the 
Yorkshire dales.—
PART OF A SERIES.

http://www.amazon.com/gp/reader/0312330855/ref=sib_dp_pt
http://www.amazon.com/gp/reader/0312330855/ref=sib_dp_pt


ALONE ACROSS THE ARCTIC

• This book tells the 
gripping adventure 
story of Pam 
Flowers's solo trip 
across the North 
American arctic 
coast with her eight 
sled dogs. 

http://www.amazon.com/gp/reader/0882408364/ref=sib_dp_pt
http://www.amazon.com/gp/reader/0882408364/ref=sib_dp_pt


AN AMERICAN PLAGUE

• This book provides an 
account of the yellow 
fever epidemic that swept 
through Philadelphia in 
1793, discussing the 
chaos that erupted when 
people began evacuating 
in droves, leaving the city 
without government, 
goods, or services.

http://www.microsofttranslator.com/bv.aspx?from=&to=en&a=http://www.amazon.com/gp/reader/0395776082/ref=sib_dp_pt/179-0032839-7778669
http://www.microsofttranslator.com/bv.aspx?from=&to=en&a=http://www.amazon.com/gp/reader/0395776082/ref=sib_dp_pt/179-0032839-7778669


UNSPEAKABLE CRIME
• This book describes the 

life and fate of Leo 
Frank, a Jewish 
American factory 
superintendent who 
was convicted of 
murdering thirteen-
year-old Mary Phagan
and later kidnapped 
from the prison and 
hung by a mob.

http://www.amazon.com/gp/reader/0822589443/ref=sib_dp_pt
http://www.amazon.com/gp/reader/0822589443/ref=sib_dp_pt


ANA’S STORY
• Jenna Bush presents a 

nonfiction account of 
Ana, a young Latin 
American mother, who 
shared with Jenna the 
loss of her parents to 
AIDS, abuse from her 
grandmother and aunt, 
and her own battle with 
AIDS

http://www.amazon.com/gp/reader/B001AYDC6O/ref=sib_dp_pt
http://www.amazon.com/gp/reader/B001AYDC6O/ref=sib_dp_pt


AUTOBIOGRAPHY OF A FACE

• Lucy Grealy
describes what it is 
like to be a child and 
a young adult torn 
between wanting to 
be perfect and being 
loved for who we 
are.

http://www.amazon.com/gp/reader/0060569662/ref=sib_dp_pt
http://www.amazon.com/gp/reader/0060569662/ref=sib_dp_pt

